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The aim of this thesis is to critically examine the educational area of folk and world music within higher education in Sweden, with a focus on questions of knowledge, power, and governance. The study is ethnographic and the data were produced in the 2016–2017 period through observations of lessons, concerts, and examinations in three educational environments, and through interviews with teachers and students.

The analysis identified two antagonistic discourses: music as cultural context and music as autonomous. Techniques of self-governance within a pastoral power mechanism served to disconnect the learning process from the teacher and put responsibility on the student. Two pedagogical positions, the master–apprentice position and the coaching position, were simultaneously present within the educational area, and educational and musical boundaries were drawn between folk and world music education and western art music education. The educational area is characterized through entwining constructions of tradition, place, and identity, and through teaching practices reproducing norms within western folk music. Conflicting interests within the educational area are discussed in relation to questions of power and governance within musical learning. In conclusion, the educational area of folk and world music within higher music education is understood as producing knowledge centred on musical constructions of place.